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Book Six): 

8 of 8 review helpful A whimper for an ending By T HANELINE I really have to disagree with those who call 
Turtledove the Master of Alternate History Writing a large quanity of books does not IMO qualiy you for that title He 
takes 7 or 8 books to prolong a story that could be told in one or two books He concentrates on everyday people to the 
point that for me they blend together and lose their identities We rare History is changed by one small act In an 
extraordinary saga of nations locked in war master storyteller Harry Turtledove examines a very different World War 
II mdash one which erupts eleven months earlier and over Czechoslovakia rather than Poland Now comes the final 
installment in this landmark series nbsp Hitler rsquo s Plan A was to win in a hurry striking hard and deep into France 
There was no Plan B Now the war grinds on Countries h Praise for Last Orders nbsp ldquo From our perspective 
seventy years later we rsquo re accustomed to thinking of WWII rsquo s outcome as being inevitable Not so says 
Harry Turtledove Disdaining broad brush strokes 
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